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Battle tank for sale

February 28, 2019 10:21 PM ET Order Reprints Print article photo by David Paul Morris /Getty Images Wall Street becomes less optimistic hp stock (ticker: HPQ) after its disappointing fiscal first-quarter report on Wednesday, which sent HP stock down about 16% in Thursday morning trading. Back in the story: HP's
stock had risen 17% this year until Wednesday in hopes of improving the technology spending environment for its personal computers and printers. What's new: On Wednesday, the technology company missed sales expectations for its fiscal first quarter and gave earnings per share band a fiscal second quarter that was
below Street Consensus's mid-focus. HP's stock plunged about 16%, to $20.02 per share, on Thursday, while the broader S&amp;P 500 index was down just slightly. JPMorgan analyst Paul Coster reiterated his neutral rating on HP stock, citing a shift in online spending on technology products by headwinds from the
technology company. Business customers are shifting purchasing behavior online, where the company has a smaller market share, along with a wide range of lower-priced substitutes, he wrote on Thursday. Additional price sensitivity and macro pressure are generally weighed by [printer] Deliveries demand. Looking
ahead: Coster lowered its price target for HP to $22 per share, from $24. Susquehanna analyst David Ryzhik also lowered his price forecast to $23 from $25, and confirmed his Neutral rating. Write Tae Kim at tae.kim@barrons.com Wall Street becomes less optimistic hp stock (ticker: HPQ) after its disappointing fiscal
first-quarter report on Wednesday that sent HP's stock down about 16% in Thursday morning trading. An error occurred, try again later. Thank you this article has been sent If there's one entrepreneur who knows about the sale, it's Kevin Harrington. The serial entrepreneur built a $5 billion business, founded the
Entrepreneurs Organization (YEO), and pioneered the infomercial business and as seen in the TV category (starting with Ginsu Knives). In addition, as one of the original sharks of ABC Shark Tank, it has advised dozens of other operators. Harrington was largely influenced by legendary sales guru Zig Ziglar. At the age
of 17, Harrington read Ziglar's book See At The Top (1975). Recently, we reached Kevin Harrington to get our five best tips for salespeople.1. Play a long gameSales is a relationship business. The best way to succeed is to build strong relationships that go a little away. This means helping customers get what they want,
even if it feels counterintuitive. If you transfer and give customers a more valuable value than you expected, you create a customer for life. Action item: Think of some customers who need special attention, reach out to them today and ask what problems you can help solve them.2. Sometimes it's not a bad thingGetting
does out of the way the first thing can actually be good. Think of it this way: if says no to you, that means they are probably also entitled to say yes. Now all you have to do is show them why their lives would be better for their idea, product or service to it. Move on with confidence. Action Item: Identify some of the last
customers who rejected you and address their objections in a way that helps them move forward.3. Not every customer should be your customer The best salespeople understand that just because a person can buy from you doesn't mean they should buy from you. Sure, you want sales, but sometimes you're not best
suited to their needs. You would be better off developing relationships with clients who can serve in the long term. Action item: View customers who give you headaches. When it's time to let them go, create an exit strategy. 4. You're the most important sale you can ever make People buy from people they respect and
trust, period. If you don't close the sale, you may not be trusted. Luckily, you can do something about it. Make sure you're presenting your best version. As Zig Ziglar said, when people like you, they listen to you. If they trust you, they'll do business with you. Action Item: Perform a trust audit. Forward your sales
presentation to a colleague and ask them where you can improve trust.5. Show your customers what the transformation looks like For customers to see what success it will look like after you buy your idea, product, or service. Harrington uses something called Magical Transformation Close to show customers what this
success looks like. Start by thinking about your needs then ask questions to explain, then show your potential customers how, what you sell magically change your situation. This is something Harrington has been using infomercials for decades. It's simple and efficient. Best of all, it works, he told us. Action item: Put
yourself in your client's shoes. What would the transformation be like for them? You want some more? Harrington is currently offering a free video series about the success of sales. Bringing Trailer was always more fun when you actually needed a trailer to download most of what they posted, and finally, they get back to
their roots-with tank. Up for auction now is the 1943 M4A1 Grizzly, a Canadian version of Sherman's medium tank made from a cast of one-piece upper body. This tank is a Continental-built Wright Whirlwind 975-cubic-inch nine-cylinder radial motor hooked up to the Spider's five-speed manual gearbox. A single updraft
carburetor fed by a double top-mounted inlet allows the tank to have a 40-inch wading depth. The transmission shall be located at the front of the tank so that the rear motor propshaft passes through the central extinguishing room in the enclosed housing. The upper cast body tank is welded to the armored lower fuselage
of the tank, and the cast tower sits on top. According to the Bring Trailer, these tanks were manned by a five-man crew, with the driver in front of the left side A machine gun and three men in the tower. The two-position seat allows you to control the tank when the hatch is open or closed. Its controls have a foot mix, a
foot clutch and a two-differential brake. The 75 mm main weapon is demilitarized, but the tank still has firepower. There's a propane-fired .50-caliber replica machine gun in the tower. The mannequin's .30-caliber machine gun also sits on the fuselage. Bring Trailer If you're looking to pick up a tank-and let's face it, who's
not?-this one is a really nice example. It has recently been painted inside and out, and the seller serviced its most important parts, including the engine, six spiked road wheels and turning the brakes. It seems that there is damage to the repair in the front left corner of the fuselage, prisms missing from the hatch and hull
periscopes, and the white serial numbers are not original, but all these issues are quite minor, given the tank's intended use. The tank is located in California and is offered with a sales invoice. Unfortunately, it shares one important thing that is common to the unbearable low-mileage garage queens that make the trailer
notorious: high prices. At the time of this writing, the tank has up to $350,000 with nine days remaining at auction. Bring Trailer Then again, all the .50-cal ammo needed to turn a broken Nissan Altima into a Swiss cheese tank funsies is not cheap, so I assume you will be able to tank buyers with deep pockets. According
to the seller, it is only one of less than 20 M4A1s that is known to still run. You actually need a trailer to pick up, though. This tank does not have rubber blocks for tank treads that make it a good use of the pavement. Also, people tend to freak out a little bit when they see a tank rolling along the way. Let's keep the peace
peace going here. You can check out more pictures of the M4A1 Grizzly and/or buy me the best Christmas present ever to Bring Trailer here. Bring Trailer Bring Trailer Bring Trailer Bring Trailer Bring Trailer Bring Trailer Bring Trailer Bring Trailer Bring Trailer Bring Trailer To Bring Trailer Got To Run Out? Send us a
note: tips@thedrive.com merkava's main battle tank was an inevitable product of their bloody early Jewish state existence and foreign policy abroad. In 1948, the State of Israel became the first state of Israel to be able to take the Since then, Israel has existed in a technical state of war with every of its Arab neighbours
except Egypt. Israel has fought five major wars to protect its right to exist in 1948, 1956, 1967, 1973 and 1982, when Israel invaded southern Lebanon to travel with Palestinian terrorists. However, it was not until 1967 that the Commission had been in a state of self-s Israel and the surrounding area are either desert or
rolling hills that make up the ideal tank state. During and after the 1967 war, Britain and France supply Israel with certain types of modern weapons. Alarmingly, the Israeli government created a native defense industry so that national security would not be compromised by political whims of outsiders. The main battle tank
(MBT) development was a priority. The result was Merkava, which means a chariot in Hebrew. Merkava combines the best features of American, British, French and (pictured) Soviet tanks, all of which have been used extensively by Israel in the past. The 1967 war restressed that armor protection is extremely important
for tanks; So much so that Israeli designers placed the tank's survival first, armament next to and speed the third, General Israel Tal assume command tank development project in 1970 and brought professional soldier experience in the suction process. Merkava's production started in 1978. For a tank that is not
autoloading the main weapon and leads a crew of four, Merkava has a very low silhouette. Its Horstmann-style suspension system makes it one of the most mobile landscape tanks in the world today, Merkava I and Merkava II are equipped with a 105 mm weapon that is small by today's MBT standards, But with the
Merkavas fire Hetz armor-piercing, fin-stabilized, throwing sabot cartridges that can penetrate MBT armor spanning more than 5,000 meters, the Tank is equipped with a laser range finder that is connected to a ballistic computer that gives the tank the first round of hit Capability. Israel's innovations in three other areas
contribute to the effectiveness of the Merkava: reactive and heavy armor, better team protection and efficient and simple maintenance and repair procedures. Armor specifications and thicknesses are classified, but Israeli statistics compiled after the 1982 invasion of Lebanon state that there is a 61 percent chance that a
round-striking tank will penetrate; During the invasion of Lebanon only 41 percent of the round of striking Merkava invaded, Of rounds striking the tank, there is a 30 percent chance of penetration in the team room; Only 13 percent of all the innings that hit Merkava broke into the team room. This was due to the placement
of the mercedes engine in front and the thickness of the glacis armoured belt. Typically, 31 percent of all hits set the tank on fire, and the fire destroys the tank 85 to 90 percent of the time. Only 15 percent of all hits were caused by fires in Merkava, and only one Merkava was missing from the fire as far as is known.
Merkava was designed with fully armored, self-driving fuel tanks; refractory containers ensuring a minimum one-hour protection for all ammunition; and the armored crew room. All crew members must wear protective asbestos clothing and the tanks shall be equipped with an extremely rapid response system built by
Spectronex. Merkava Action Report on Israeli Defense Armor Records that no Merkava was more than 48 hours, while M-60, Centurion or T-62 tanks may need up to two weeks to repair. Battle-sized Merkava is a really good MBT. For more information about tanks and military, see: How M1 Tanks WorkHow the U.S.
Army WorksHow U.S. Marines Work Learn More About Merkava Main Battle Tank's Armor, Weapons and Capabilities on the next page.  
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